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TLP ALUMNI WORKSHOP AGENDA:  
 
Welcome and Introductions 
 
Trends Town Hall with Mark Koziel, CPA, CGMA, EVP of Firm Services for the AICPA and Jennifer Wilson, 
Partner and Co-Founder of ConvergenceCoaching, LLC 

Mark and Jen will lead the group in discussing and debating the many opportunities and challenges 
facing the profession 
 

What it Takes to Be a Successful NextGen Partner 
Whether you’ve already been named partner or aspire to get there someday, you’ll need strategies 
to make the leap and clearly define your new role. In this session, we’ll explore: 

• Defining your place to contribute distinctly and meaningfully participate 

• Delegating and shedding old responsibilities 

• Owning and taking responsibility for your KPIs  

Becoming a NextGen Thought Leader 
Thought leaders are the informed opinion leaders and go-to people in their communities. They are 
trusted sources who move and inspire others with their ideas. Map your own path to thought 
leadership by: 

• Learning steps that you can take to be a go-to person in your chosen community (niche, team, 

department) 

• Identifying where you want to lead and how to identify issues, generate solutions, and then 

communicate those ideas 

• Predicting the trends that will impact your community 

• Gaining inspiration from others who have created a thought leadership following 

How do you lead in the face of the fast-paced change affecting your 
clients, team members, firm and profession? What does it take to be a 
NextGen Leader? We’ll address these questions in our first annual 
Transformational Leadership Program™ (TLP) Alumni workshop and 
build on the leadership skills and distinctions learned in the foundational 
TLP.  
 
In this workshop, TLP Alumni will explore strategies to tackle their firm’s changing landscape by predicting 
and addressing trends, learning how to become a thought leader in their area of expertise, and developing 
a more consultative mindset and approach to client service. In addition, participants will explore ideas to 
engage, develop and manage team members (and clients!) in our ever-increasing virtual world and gain 
insights and best practices on firm management topics from their peers. 
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NextGen Leadership in an Anytime, Anywhere Work™ Environment  

The demand for Anytime, Anywhere WorkTM is driving CPA firm leaders to give up their attachment 
to their traditional work values of “face time” and mandated office hours and move to a more 
flexible, virtual work model. We’ll share practical ideas and tools to make your management truly 
shine in this virtual, remote-work environment by discussing: 

• Setting clear expectations on communication, accessibility and responsiveness 

• Establishing specific and effective measures to evaluate flexible work arrangements 

• Effectively staying in touch on assignments and deliverables 

• Learning the role that technology plays in making flexibility work 

Roundtable Discussions 
Participants will choose a table and topic and exchange ideas and best practices for implementation 
and problem solving 

 
Professional Issues Update with Barry Melancon, CPA, CGMA, President and CEO of the AICPA 

Participants will attend Barry Melancon’s “Professional Issues Update” session with AICPA EDGE 
Experience Conference participants and learn more about the issues affecting the profession 

 
From Compliance Provider to Innovative, NextGen Consultant 

Expanding beyond compliance and becoming more consultative with our clients is a goal for us all, 
but you may be wondering how to make the transition. We’ll go deep on the topic of innovation by 
exploring:  

• Defining innovation and learning how following trends, asking questions and framing solutions 

can help you break new ground with your clients and your firm 

• Exploring creative ideas to truly be proactive and consultative and expand the value that you 

deliver to clients 

• Identifying mindset shifts and behavioral changes that drive innovation  

• Identifying the unique characteristics of consulting in your business model, staffing, and 
marketing and sales approach and how to manage the differences 

Wrap-up and Next Steps  
TLP Alumni participants will identify two commitments that they will make to evolve as a NextGen 
leader and build a firm full of NextGen services and initiatives, clients and team members 

 
Leave this workshop reconnected with like-minded TLP graduates and your ConvergenceCoaching coaches 
and with new contacts in your network, too.  You’ll be focused on your next evolution as a leader and 
equipped with the skills to tackle the business challenges today - and in the future! For more information, 
or to register for the event, contact Aimee Allen at (603) 784-5410 or aimee@convergencecoaching.com.  
 

 
This program includes group-live events and is an advanced-level program where the pre-requisite for participating is completion of the 
Transformational Leadership Program. Program fees are non-refundable. For more information regarding our refund, complaint, and 
program cancellation policies, please contact us at learningcenter@convergencecoaching.com. ConvergenceCoaching, LLC is registered 
with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National 
Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. 
Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors through its website: 
www.learningmarket.org. 
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